Rep Rayfield,
Vote NO on On SB 719 at any point you are afforded before this session ends.
Do not continue to allow misinformation and the banking on ignorance of others with this issue
to be be your method of operation. Take a higher road for Oregon. Remember the election map is
broader in scope than just a few cities in the state.
You need to speak with Vets who are much more knowledgeable on this matter and have direct
experience with how this type of legislation will bring harm. Senator Boquist’s lone support and
his condition on this matter is hardly a bi-partisan achievement. I would say more sad than
anything. And believe me, the Vets I’ve spoken with are not happy about this misguided attempt
to rob them of their rights.
The road to Hell is paved with good intention. Although I have been personally disappointed in
witnessing your misuse of erroneous information in this anti gun agenda that you and the your
Democrat colleagues are on, I am requesting that you reconsider any forward movement actions
of this particular Bill. Look to 941 if nothing else to illustrate the irony and ultimate harm in the
practice of bully legislating. Try exploring your resources in education on this matter from a
broader perspective. They are available.
SB 719 is wrong and dangerous. Enacting sine die, something of an indicator. To say nothing of
the gut and stuff tactic.
Vote NO.
Keep your Oath,
Sally
Sally Klein
Corvallis, OR

support Oregon troops..send packages from home

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoABty_zE00
https://www.billwhittle.com/firewall/your-second-amendment
Madison Rising: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c8C7i9kdEf8

I would rather be exposed to the inconveniences attending too much liberty than
those attending too small a degree of it. Thomas Jefferson, letter to Archibald Stewart, Dec 23,
1791

“Since the general civilization of mankind, I believe there are more instances of the abridgment of
freedom of the people by gradual and silent encroachment of those in power than by violent and
sudden usurpations.” James Madison - 1788

